There’s never a dull moment out at the Dimond Knoll screening site. On November 9th we not only screened dirt for six hours and recovered one of the oldest points of the whole project, we also played cowboy (and cowgirl) and helped the rancher herd his longhorns into a paddock … three times!!!!

HAS Board member Carol Roberts finds her first point – EVER!

Just a few of the artifacts recovered during screening on November 9th including an amazing Scottsbluff dart point (the base is missing).

Dr. Jason examines a point with Alex Neuman and his grandfather Richard both from Beasley, Texas. Alex is becoming an expert at finding points and is one of the most eager screeners we’ve ever had at the site! Thanks, Alex!

Bob Sewell, Kathleen Hughes, Dr. Jason Barrett, John Rich and Charlie Aulbach examine the Scottsbluff point during lab on Monday night. This point dates to the late Paleo-Indian period.